
Friday 22nd January
Resources



Spelling
and Reading
Resources



L.O. to spell Year 3/4 words – Spelling Test

possess
possession
possible
potatoes
pressure
probably
promise
purpose
quarter
question 











Questions: 

1.How do birds help with seed dispersal?
2.What are insect-eating birds important?
3.What is the benefit of birds waring the carcasses of dead animals?
4.Explain what problems have occurred due to heavily farmed land.
5.Why are there fewer house sparrows? Give one reason.
6.Describe how fieldfares move?
7.Name one bird whose numbers have increased. Explain why this has 

happened.
8.Why do some birds migrate, and where do they go?
9.Why might storms be a danger to migrating birds?
10.Are Robins cute and friendly?
11.Name one good thing that magpies do.







English
Resources



Story Writing – Paragraph 3
Use your boxed-up planner to help you. Look back at 

Pie Corbett’s model text to help you too.

★ In this section I want you to grant the main 
character a wish.





The Queen of the Oysters
Here’s my third paragraph. Use it to help you write 

yours:

As soon as the oyster touched the sand, it spoke to 
Zoe. 

“Zoe, you have saved the Queen of the Oysters. I will 
grant you one wish. Come back to me when the 

moonlight dances on the waves and I will give you 
what your heart desires.”



Share, Feedback and Editing
CUPS

• Check your punctation and spelling.
• Have you remembered full stops? 

• Are there capital letters after the full stops? 
• Have you remembered the comma after your 

fronted adverbials?
• Have you written your speech on a new line?



Maths Resources 
You can watch the video if 

you wish here-
https://vimeo.com/498265

698 

LO: To solve correspondence problems 
involving multiplication.



What are correspondence problems? 
Correspondence problems are problems 
where you must find all possible 
combinations of objects in a set, or in 
more than one set.

You can use multiplication to help 
you.
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Here are the meal choices in the school canteen.

There are 2 choices of starter, 4 choices of main and 3 choices of 
dessert.
How many meal combinations can you find? Can you use a 
systematic approach?
Can you represent the combinations in a multiplication?
If there were 20 meal combinations, how many starters, mains and 
desserts might there be?

Starter Main Dessert

Soup
Garlic 
Bread

Pasta
Chicken

Beef
Salad

Cake
Ice-cream

Fruit 
Salad

Extension 





To use OS maps to gain a 6 figure grid 
reference 

• A beginners guide to grid references | OS GetOutside 
(ordnancesurvey.co.uk)

• https://getoutside.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/guides/beginners-guide-to-
grid-references/ 

• Use this website to explain how to find 6 figure grid references. Scroll 
down to that section. 

• This is really tricky work, so please just have a go. You can try to look 
for places and distances on the Wickford map or have a go at the task 
on the simplified map. 



What is 
at 75 92?

How 
about 
758 922?



To work out 
the distances 
between two 
places we 
could measure 
it with 
wool/string 
and then use 
the scale to 
work out how 
far that is. 

Answer from 
previous slide
a) Wick
b) Our School



Symbols 
on maps- 
What do 
they 
mean? 



Wickford 
Map to 
use if 
wanted



Task- Complete the questions 

Remember along the corridor, up 
the stairs. 



Answers

Coal Mine: 148 309
Parking: 164 320
Castle: 157 305
Church: 164 304
Caravan site: 160 313

164304: Church
143310: B
172318: D
171323: Windmill  



L.O. to use OS maps 

• What have we managed to find?

• How do we feel about using coordinates on a map?

• How about finding distances?





Answers





Extension Answers


